Version History
CR#

Description

Version 13.3.75 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Sep-27-2018

5807

Fixed: IE browser print does not handle large amount of text in field grouping well

5808

Fixed: SP2010: When showing a field dynamically using field permissions, the form will jump to
the newly shown field in such a way that the title of the field is at the very bottom of the page

5811

Improved: include time in data conditions

5812

Improved: HTML element will prevent an accordion group from being hidden if all fields in it are
hidden

5827

Improved: If accordion groups are set to be collapsed by default, iMUSH print will print the form
with collapsed groups

5828

Improved: Enable Field constraints to validate the sum of 2 lookup field values

Version 13.3.74 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Aug-12-2018
5800

Fixed: Custom code in edit form stops working after KWizCom Forms is deployed.

Version 13.3.73 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Jul-20-2018
5750

Fixed: Item cannot be more than 256 characters error message when selecting check names in
Field Grouping settings

5752

Fixed: HTML element will prevent a tab from being hidden if all fields in it are hidden

5760

Added: Change List Forms Extensions to be called KWizCom Forms throughout

5787

Improved: Prevent KWizCom Forms from running script in lists that do not have any settings
related to KWizCom Forms.

Version 13.3.70 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), May-10-2018
5669

Fixed: Client side rendering will cause a form to jump back to the top

5676

Added: Enable using field tokens in html field

5693

Added: Opening the date picker makes the form jump all the way up (fix this SharePoint bug)

5696

Fixed: The HTML field in the field grouping module will shorten URL's when pointed to a subsite

Version 13.3.69 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Mar-25-2018
4919

Improved: Add free text "field" to field grouping.

CR#

Description

5629

Added: Support multiple users/groups set as a default value in a person/group field.

5645

Fixed: If SLFE is deployed, multi line of text fields will not word wrap.

Version 13.3.66 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Feb-27-2018
5563

Fixed: Disabled multiline text fields will prevent attachments from being attached to a list item

5589

Fixed: Fields with similar internal names will interfere with KWForms field disable rules.

5597

Fixed: Field permission rules involving lookup fields show an error in the rules list.

5618

Fixed: Text field control is not rendered if field permission set to disabled and it is in the second
tab.

5620

Added: Enable attaching multiple files in one-shot.

Version 13.3.65 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Dec-14-2017
5425

Fixed: KWizCom Forms rules involving date fields will keep the mm/dd/yy format regardless of
regional setting.

5488

Fixed: Disabling a choice field will remove the data on edit.

Version 13.3.63 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Sep-18-2017
5262

Fixed: When editing the user details on a mysite, the top link bar will disappear if the SLFE
framework feature is enabled

5278

Fixed: Dynamic default value doesn't work if external value returns empty value

5283

Fixed: Field grouping (tabs) doesn't render correctly in Safari

5313

Fixed: Field validation does not acknowledge content types properly

5353

Fixed: Field permissions don't work with conditions involving cascading lookup

5366

Improved: add support for default values to pull data from multi line fields

5370

Fixed: Having field groups causes browser printing of a list item with overpopulated multi line
fields to spawn scrollbars

5383

Fixed: Accordion field groups sometimes do not print but spawn a scrollbar instead when
browser printing

5386

Fixed: If product is expired the settings page shows error

5387

Added: Add themes to field groups (tabs)

5395

Fixed: Rich text fields disabled by the "Always recalculate this column" option in default values
can still be typed into

CR#

Description

5401

Fixed: field permission conditions that use contains/does not contain with a lookup field do not
work

5425

Fixed: KWizCom Forms rules involving date fields will keep the mm/dd/yy format regardless of
regional setting

5448

Fixed: Width does not show correctly if you use accordion and have 1 column in the group

Version 13.3.56 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Mar-14-2017
5100A Added: Sync with Custom Actions new version
Version 13.3.55 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Feb-15-2017
5210

Fixed: Cannot override a hide field rule from list view using a second rule to show the field to a
group

Version 13.3.54 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Feb-09-2017
5200A Added: Sync with Custom Actions and KWizCom Mobile new version
Version 13.3.51 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Jan-05-2017
5100A Fixed: Sync with Custom Actions new version
Version 13.3.50 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Nov-25-2016
5110

Fixed: KWizCom Forms causes document libraries to disappear if a file is uploaded to it

5125

Added: Add calculation external values

Version 13.3.48 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Nov-04-2016
5034

Improved: Add support for calculated fields in field grouping tabs

5062

Fixed: Personal views can override field permissions in list view

5065

Improved: Support column permissions by user in list views

Version 13.3.42 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Aug-03-2016
5021

Fixed: Form shows up before layout is complete

Version 13.3.41 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Jul-19-2016
4982

Fixed: Having SLFE activated on an environment causes the grant permissions dialog window to
have a vertical scrollbar

Version 13.3.38 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Jul-06-2016
5000A Improved: Sync version with KWizCom Mobile
Version 13.3.34 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Jun-01-2016

CR#

Description

4793

Improved: Support attachments in field permission rules

4820

Fixed: Accordionn/tabs scrollbars in Chrome

4923

Fixed: Blurry R/O fields

4957

Fixed: Inner scrollbars in Chrome

Version 13.3.32 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), May-17-2016
4926

Fixed: Forms edited in SP designer do not utilize the full length of a dialog window.

4943

Fixed: Default Value - date fields will always show time when using tokens.

4948

Fixed: Hiding a field on a long form causes the vertical scrollbar to dissapear.

4967

Improved: Make field captions in view item form bold (SP2013/2016)

Version 13.3.31 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), May-02-2016
4677

Improved: Add column permission to list views.

4872

Fixed: User appears twice on edit form.

4913

Improved: update the custom css guide and provide example stylesheet.

4950

Fixed: SLFE missing scripts cause JS errors.

Version 13.3.23 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Feb-19-2016
4818

Fixed: Clicking edit link on the last rule edits the previous rule

4833

Improved: Support export/import for content types

4857

Fixed: Calendar Items will not saved

5000A Improved: Support SharePoint 2016 Beta
Version 13.3.21 (SharePoint 2010/2013), Feb-02-2016
4643

Improved: Reset the cache when saving KWizCom Forms settings

4717

Improved: Add the possibility to check if current user in/not in a group in KWizCom Forms
conditions

4737

Fixed: Mobile doesn't show out-of-the-box list validation errors, displays some unclear message
instead

4743

Improved: Expand Accordion groups if a field constraint error is triggered

4762

Fixed: Cannot cancel out of default value date changes

CR#

Description

4788

Fixed: Cannot create sub-folders

4805

Fixed: Unable to save new form due to extra handler registered

Version 13.3.19 (SharePoint 2010/2013), Dec-15-2015
4526

Improved: Add ORACLE and EXCEL external value services

4585

Fixed: Wiki content field displays HTML in Mobile view

4602

Fixed: Adding the XSLTListViewWebPart using SharePoint Designer on a site that has SLFE
deployed returns an error

4637

Improved: Add "Manage extrnal values" menu to SLFE settings page

4668

Fixed: Double text fields displayed

4672

Fixed: KWizCom Forms settings link does not show up in list settings if SLFE is activated at site
collection level

4714

Fixed: SLFE rules are not showing in rules list but are still active and appear in XML

4719

Fixed: People fields don't pass data correctly or render properly in IE8 when grouped into tabs

4761

Fixed: Client Side rendering causes the page to blank out momentarily rather than display the
spinning wheel animation

Version 13.3.07 (SharePoint 2010/2013), Jun-25-2015
4562

Fixed: Parameters are not passed to external value in New item form

Version 13.3.01 (SharePoint 2010/2013), Feb-26-2015
4315

Improved: Enable making the accordion display type (field grouping) collapsed by default.

4340

Improved: Add support for external data.

4341

Improved: Enable exporting/importing SLFE settings.

4396

Fixed: People picker field does not work as expected with field level permission rules.

Version 13.2.51 (SharePoint 2010/2013), Oct-28-2014
4258

Fixed: Error in log file for web applications where the SLFE was not deployed.

Version 13.2.50 (SharePoint 2010/2013), Oct-10-2014
4080

Improved: Support client-side permissions for multi-lookup fields.

4151

Fixed: Cannot save when list forms extensions frameworks is deployed with out list forms
extensions.

CR#

Description

4174

Improved: Navigate between list items in Edit and View mode, improve performance and display
the save changes alert only when relevant.

4194

Fixed: Cannot save form with special characters - error 500 in SP 2013.

4258

Fixed: Error in log file for web applications where the SLFE was not deployed.

Version 13.2.20 (SharePoint 2010/2013), Jun-07-2014
3852

Improved: Enable creating multi-column forms.

4114

Fixed: Unable to save list items with hidden required fields.

4115

Improved: improved list forms load time by adding caching.

4125

Improved: Added support for IE8

4139

Fixed: Constraints do not work if multiple lookup fields exist in the list (2013).

Version 13.2.01 (SharePoint 2010/2013), Apr-16-2014
1042

Improved: View permissions - hide the views from the navigation toolbar in the ribbon and from
the list breadcumbs (in the Browse ribbon)

2479

Fixed: Not all group tabs are displayed in the minimized new form dialo.

2740

Fixed: KWizCom Forms does not word wrap multiple line of text fields when used with field
grouping.

3464

Fixed: Field constraint messages not appearing on Cascading Lookup Field.

3773

Improved: Add "Go to mobile view" floating DIV, enabling end-users to toggle between web and
mobile views.

3786

Fixed: Copy and pasting hidden fields in notepad reveals them. View source allows to see hidden
field.

3840

Fixed: KWizCom Forms field level permission rules do not display cascading columns with master
details enabled properly.

3842

Fixed: Development license breaks ribbon functionality in list custom actions.

3854

Fixed: Hiding a field based on a condition with checkboxes does not work properly.

3862

Fixed: Client side validation does not work for disabling fields on 2013.

3994

Improved: Enable translation of the ribbon menus and tooltips.

3798

Improved: Create KWizCom Forms sub-products

3799

Improved: Replace the Frames fiel-group type with Accordion (collapsable frames)

CR#

Description

3995

Improved: Add "Need Help?" control in KWizCom Forms settings pages.

4011A Improved: Change the mobile ui to jQuery mobile-baseed UI.
4068

Improved: Update field grouping CSS example file (Available from Field Grouping settings page).

4090A

Improved: Added the ability to define a custom action as the default action triggered when
clicking the "New Item" or "Edit Item" ribbon button.

4099

Improved: Added "Error Summary" section when tabs are configured.

Version 13.1.00 (SharePoint 2010/2013), Dec-08-2013
3115

Fixed: Hiding fields and the save button does not work with IE10 with SLFE.

3354

Fixed: Processing animation does not cover entire list.

3357

Fixed: Word wrap in a rich text field does not work with SLFE.

3444

Improved: Upgrade to SharePoint 2013.

3607

Fixed: SLFE does not align fields when a multiple line of text field is present and text wrapping
does not occur.

Version 12.3.00 (SharePoint 2010), May-10-2013
2818

Fixed: Double Name field displayed when adding folder to document library.

2850

Improved: Improve performance when using SharePoint group for field permissions by caching
permission configurations.

2910

Improved: People/Group field does not display properly if "allow multiple selection" is set to yes.

3133

Fixed: When removing a field on which a permission condition relies, tabs disappear.

Version 12.2.90 (SharePoint 2012), Nov-20-2012
974

Improved: Support client-side permissions with cascading lookup field.

1762

Fixed: "Invalid value" when trying to use field names with constraints.

1866

Improved: Boolean field's value rendered as Yes/No drop-down.

1937

Fixed: Multiline field with "Append Changes to Existing Text" saves wrong value.

1939

Fixed: Performance issue with Field/View permissions.

1983

Fixed: After upgrade to the new version Contributer get access denied error.

2140

Fixed: Groups create with Japanese characters do not display fields.

CR#

Description

2179

Fixed: Field Grouping: Fisrt tab User/Group override all other tabs.

2263

Fixed: Unable to display default value for checked "All day event" in calendar list.

2289

Improved: Support Client side permissions with mutiple selection choice field.

2314

Improved: SLFE rules do not work after switching language MUI.

2315

Fixed: "Is Empty" Field level constraints for a multiline enhanced rich text column do not work

2316

Fixed: Default value for lookup field does not work with for Document Library.

2337

Fixed: Default value for User field is not displayed on new form.

2482

Fixed: Could not submit form if a DateTime field hidden and mandatory.

2486

Improved: Changed regular expressions field constraints to be case sensitive.

Version 2.2.80 (SharePoint 2007), Nov-05-2012
1014

Improved: Enable using a multi-choice field value to show/hide another field in a list.

1767

Fixed: validation error always redirects to the 1st tab.

1812

Improved: Delete the SLFE event receivers automatically.

1990

Fixed: Field Level constraints on KwizCom List Forms Extensions do not work with Lookup
values.

2442

Fixed: Field constraint rule identifies comma as a decimal seperator instead of Thousand
seperator

Version 2.2.00, 12.2.00, Aug-12-2011
381

Improved: Add support for content types in conditions and field grouping

480

Improved: Add link to the custom patterns list in Field Constraints settings page

542

Improved: Widen the multi-select field picker in the field grouping screen

562

Improved: Enable changing the installation folder

598

Improved: Enable SLFE work with KWizCom Cascading Lookup field type

962

Fixed: field permissions do not prompt for unsaved conditions

1016

Fixed: Conditions section field drop-down missing standard columns

1017

Fixed: unable to hide choice fields using field level permissions

CR#

Description

1093

Fixed: Submit is not working If people field is mandatory and hidden

1185

Fixed: Entering 1/2010 defaults value to a date instead when entered as a default

1205

Fixed: List forms extensions breaks Blog Posting on 2010

1313

Fixed: Access denied error when assigning a user group to field grouping

1314

Improved: Enable hiding calculated fields

1327

Improved: Enable setting permissions for calculated fields

1408

Improved: Enable using non-alphanumeric characters in tab names

1427

Fixed: "DOES NOT EQUAL" condition using RADIO button choice field does not work

1747

Fixed: "DOES NOT EQUAL" condition using RADIO button choice field does not work

1811

Improved: Enable display of scrollbars in edit/view forms in SP2010

1874

Improved: Support [Now] token in Date fields that include time

Version 2.1.50, 12.1.50, Dec-15-2010
38

Fixed: Condition with [Me] value doesn't work on a "Person" field with multiple selection allowed

56

Improved: Enable default values contains field tokens

65

Improved: Make Field constraints type-aware.

69

Fixed: cannot define default value for Cascading lookup field

114

Improved: Support tokens and field names as values in field level constraints

118

Fixed: Farm and site features should be aware of each other.

186

Improved: Be able to define visibility for tabs.

191

Fixed: Defining a default value to choice field doesn't work

213

Fixed: file attachment lost when switching tabs

247

Fixed: Duplicate links to the LFEF menu appear after de-activation of the feature from the farm
level

347

Fixed: When hiding a mandatory field, the New page wont display any message when trying to
save

349

Fixed: Defining default value with [me] creates a run-time error when saving a new item

CR#

Description

350

Improved: Enable defining constraints with [Today].

373

Fixed: Expiration message still appears when you only select SLFE to be installed during
installation

397

Fixed: SLFE column ordering not accurate

411

Improved: Enable defining field groups per-content type

516

Fixed: Move up button doesn't work in Field Grouping

574

Improved: Validation message should redirect the user to the relevant tab

593

Fixed: view-level permissions - unauthorized viewers receiving unknown error page

719

Fixed: Having brackets () in the tab group name causes the fields not to display

913

Improved: Allow workflows to update hidden fields.

Version 2.1.00, Apr-05-2010
86

Improved: Add a new “SharePoint List Custom Actions” feature and a “Mobile extensions”
feature to the product installation

89

Improved: Add support for SharePoint 2010

110

Fixed: When Tab name in in Arabic it shows "?" instead of text after save

114

Fixed: Error when creating a folder after accessing SLFE

134

Fixed: Default values do not get set for some choice fields since it was case sensitive.

Version 1.4.00, Nov-16-2009
91

Fixed: no alert for changing the ‘Support client side validation’ checkbox and the navigating
away from the page without saving

92

Fixed: no warning appears if a user creates a rule and edits a condition without clicking the add
condition button then adds the rule, also no warning appears when a user creates and wants to
edit a rules parameters, adds a conditions and then goes on to saving without clicking the add
rule button

94

Fixed: unable to edit task items after configuring a permission level rule- unexpected error

96

Fixed: a redundant "The current permission has not been added" message when saving a rule
with no conditions defined

98

Improved: Enable "Next" and "Previous" navigation between list items in list item view form

99

Fixed: page reloads when changing a value of a field that doesn’t apply to any rule condition

CR#

Description

100

Improved: Enable to keep current view item form tab while navigating through list items

Version 1.3.00, Aug-26-2009
19

Improved: Enable processing field permission rules on the client side.

81

Fixed: upgrading from version 1.1 to 1.2 field permissions are not upgraded

84

Fixed: Field constraints issue, if you have more then 1 constraints on a field it will only test the
first rule for it.

90

Improved: Enable attaching a field to several tabs (Groups)

Version 1.2.10, Jun-05-2009
70

Fixed: When deleting a field which used in Tab Grouping the "New Form" and "Disp Form" pages
stop to work as well as SLFE Field Group page

71

Fixed: [Today] token gives Illegal value

72

Fixed: Anonymous user cannot enter the list views / list item view page

73

Improved: Add "All fields" tab to tabbed item forms

74

Fixed: when field fails validation in other tab (not the current) the page does not switch to that
tab automatically

Version 1.2.00, May-24-2009
6

Improved: Support AD groups

8

Improved: Support Field groups/sections

9

Improved: Support field constraints (field validation rules)

22

Improved: Support accessibility standards (WCAG)

31

Improved: Enable defining field permissions on multiple fields at a time

33

Fixed: [Me] Token does not work

34

Improved: Enable providing permissions for attachments and calculated fields in display mode

39

Fixed: Condition with [Me] value doesn't work on a "Person" field with multiple selection allowed

41

Improved: Support View permissions

Version 1.1.01, Dec-31-2008
1

Improved: Enable saving a list with field –level permission settings as a template

CR#

Description

2

Fixed: Enable support for [Today]+X terms

Version 1.1.00, Dec-18-2008 - Base version

